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Abstract 
Keef, P., Classes of primary abelian groups determined by valuated subgroups, Journal of Pure 
and Applied Algebra 87 (1993) 5-16. 
If i and k are non-negative integers, a large class of abelian p-groups is defined, containing both 
the pw +’ -projectives and the p “‘+‘-injectives, which is closed with respect to the usual categori- 
cal operations. These groups are determined using isometries of their p’+kil-socles. 
Unless specifically stated otherwise, by the term ‘group’ we will mean an 
abelian p-group, where p is some fixed prime. The notation and terminology will 
follow [3]. We also assume some rudimentary knowledge of valuated groups (e.g., 
[151>. 
The height function on a group G induces a valuation on the p”-socle, G[p”]. 
A class of groups will be said to be determined by its p”-socles if any two of its 
members are isomorphic whenever their pn-socles are isometric (i.e., isomorphic 
as valuated groups). Several important classes of groups are determined by their 
p”-socles. The purpose of this work is to relate and extend most of these 
investigations. 
It is reasonably clear that the direct sums of cyclics are determined by their 
(p-)socles. More generally, a group G is pw+“-projective if p”+“Ext(G, X) = 0 for 
all groups X. This will be true iff G contains a p”-bounded subgroup P such that 
G/P is a direct sum of a cyclics. In [4] it was shown that the put”-projectives are 
determined by their p”-socles (the case n = 1 was done in [5]). 
Dually, it is also easy to see that the torsion-complete groups are determined by 
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their socles. More generally, we say G is pw+“-injective if p”‘“Ext(X, G) = 0 for 
all groups X. This will be true iff G g A 63 D, where D is divisible, p”‘“A = 0 and 
the Ulm factor A, = AIp”‘A is torsion-complete. In [6] it was shown that the 
P w+n-injectives are also determined by their p”-socles (the case n = 1 was done in 
[141). 
In yet a third direction, in [7] it was shown that the groups isomorphic to the 
direct sum of a collection of torsion-completes are determined by their socles. 
This result was generalized in [9]. The t-product of a collection of groups {G;};,, 
is the torsion subgroup of n G,, which we denote by nt G,. The t-product of 
tGi)iEl is their product in the category of abelian p-groups. The usual way to 
express a torsion-complete group is as the t-product of a collection {B } m rn<uJ) 
where each B, is the direct sum of a collection of copies of Z,,n+I. By the 
DST-closure of a class % of groups, we mean the smallest class containing % which 
is closed with respect to isomorphism, direct sums, summands and t-products over 
index sets of non-measurable cardinality. This last restriction is not overly severe 
since measurable cardinals are extremely large, and in some set-theoretic environ- 
ments they can be shown not to exist at all. In [9] it was shown that the 
DST-closure of the class of cyclic groups is determined by its socles. Besides the 
direct sums of the torsion-completes, this class also contains the groups iso- 
morphic to a countable t-product of direct sum of cyclics, which was studied in 
[ll]. It is clearly analogous to the Reid class, which is the smallest class containing 
the infinite cyclic group, closed with respect to direct sums and direct products. 
In this work we extend and relate all three of these directions. Suppose j and k 
are non-negative integers and n = j + k. Let Sp, be the class of p”‘+‘-projectives 
and Fk be the class of pw+k -injectives. Our main result states that the DST- 
closure of Yj U Yk is determined by its p”+’ -socles. If j = k = 0, we have the result 
of [9] mentioned above. More generally, when k = 0, the result shows that the 
determination of Jf,, by its p”-socles extends to a determination of the DST- 
closure of Y,, by its p”+l-socles. 
In fact, we do slightly better. Let Yj,k be the class of pw+‘-projective groups G 
such that the Ulm factor G, = GIp”G is p‘“+’ -projective. It is easily verified that 
the Ulm factor of a p”+‘-projective is p”+‘-projective, and it follows that 
y:c Zqk. We prove that the DST-closure of Yj,k U Fk is determined by its 
P n+l-socles. Note that YO,n is simply the p”+” -bounded totally projectives. 
Therefore, a reduced group G is in YC,,n U .Tn iff it is p”‘“-bounded and G, is 
either a direct sum of cyclics or torsion-complete. Our result shows that the 
determination of 3n by its p”-socles extends to a determination of the DST- 
closure of YO,, U Fn by its p”+‘-socles. 
If G and H are groups and A : G[p”+‘]+ H[p”+‘] is a homomorphism of 
valuated groups, by an S-extension of A we will mean a group homomorphism 
8 : G+ H with 15l~,~, = Al,,p,. Note that if A is an isometry, so is A],,,,, and 
hence any S-extension of A will be a group isomorphism (see, for example, [9, 
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Lemma 41). Of course, A is S-extendable if it has an S-extension. It follows easily 
that every such A is S-extendable when G is a direct sum of cyclics. More 
generally, we have the following: 
Lemma 1. If G is p”‘+“-projective, then every valuated homomorphism 
A : G[p”+‘]+ H[p”+‘] is S-extendable. 
Proof. Suppose we are given such a A. Since G/G[p] ZpG is also p”+“- 
projective, it contains a p”-bounded subgroup p such that the corresponding 
quotient is a direct sum of cyclics. Let P 2 G[ p] be chosen so that PIG[ p] = p. 
Note PC G[p”+‘] and G/P is a direct sum of cyclics. This implies that the 
valuated homomorphism Al, extends to a group homomorphism 8 : G + H (see, 
for example, [3, 81.41). Since G[p] c P, we are done. 0 
In the last lemma, the map 8 may not agree A on all of G[p”+‘]: 
Example 2. Suppose G is put” -projective, but not a direct sum of cyclics. Let 
K+ Z+ G be a pure projective resolution of G (so Z and K are direct sum of 
cyclics). Let H = ZIK[ p”+‘]. As a valuated group H[p”+‘] will be isomorphic to 
K[P 2(n+1)]/K[p”+‘]@Z[pn+1]lK[pn+1] ( see, for example, [2, Lemma 5 and 
Proposition 51). The second summand, which we denote by Q, is isometric to 
G[p”+‘] and has the property that H/Q z Z/Z[p”+‘] Gppn+‘Z, which is a direct 
sum of cyclics. Let A be the composition G[p”+‘] s Q+ H[p”+‘]. By the lemma 
Al G,p, can be extended to G, but this extension cannot be chosen to agree with 
A on G[p”+‘]: If it did extend in this way, then we could embed 
G/G[p”+l] zppn+l G in H/Q, a direct sum of cyclics, which cannot be done since 
G is not a direct sum of cyclics. 
We wish now to dualize Lemma 1, but because the pw+n-injectives are 
somewhat less well known than the p”+” -projectives, we include the following 
discussion. In our terminology, an abelian p-group is p”-injective if 
p*Ext(X, G) = 0 for all abelian p-groups X. We will say that an abelian group G 
is a global p”-injective if this is true for all abelian groups X. By [3, 68.41, a group 
is p”-injective iff it is isomorphic to the direct sum of a torsion-complete group 
and a divisible group. 
Lemma 3. A reduced p-group G is p”-injective iff its cotorsion hull, G’ = 
Ext(Z,=, G) is a global p*-injective. Zf (Y = w + n, then this holds iff p”+“G = 0 
and G, = GIp”G is torsion-complete. 
Proof. By a classical result of [12], for any abelian group X there are iso- 
morphisms 
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p”Ext(X, G’) = p”Ext(X, Ext(Z,=, G)) 
g p*Ext(Tor(X, Z,=), G) . 
Now, as X ranges over all abelian groups X, Tor(X, ZP-) ranges over all abelian 
p-groups. The first statement follows. 
Suppose now that (Y = w + II. If G is pw+n-injective, then p”+“G’ = 
P WfnExt(Z’pr G) = 0. Since G c G’, it follows that it is p”‘“-bounded. By [3, 56.4 
and 56.51, it follows that G, must be torsion-complete. Conversely, if p”‘“G = 0 
and G, is torsion complete, then in view of the sequence p”‘G+ G+ G,, it 
follows from [3, 56.11 that G is pW+n-injective. 0 
It follows, either from this lemma or from general categorical properties of 
products, that the class of p*-injectives is closed with respect to t-products and 
summands. We emphasize that for the remainder of the paper, p”+“-injectives 
will be in the category of abelian p-groups. In [6, Theorem 51 it was shown that 
the reduced p wfn-injectives (using the name totally-injective groups of length 
o + n) are determined by their p”-socles, but the presence of the divisible 
summand clearly does not affect this characterization. 
Lemma 4. If H is pW+n-injective, then any valuated homomorphism 
A : G[p”+‘]-+ H[p”+‘] is S-extendable. 
Proof. Suppose we are given A and 4 = A],,,,. Consider the push-out diagram 
O- G[p]- G- G/G[p]-0 
I 4 1 /I 
O-H& XA G/G[p]-0 
where X=(HCBG)/Y, with Y= {(4(g), -g): gE G[p]}. If (h, g)E H@G, let 
[h, g] = (h, g) + YE X. Note p(h) = [h, 0] and r([h, g]) = g + G[p]. 
Claim: H’ = p(H) is p”+” -pure in X. Before proving this claim, notice that it 
proves the lemma: The extension we are looking for exists iff the lower row splits. 
If the lower row is p”+” -pure, this automatically follows from the p”+“-injectivity 
of H. 
Let M={[A(g),-g]: gEG[p”+‘]}CX. Note that if [A(g),-g]EM and 
r([A(g), -g])=O, then gE G[p], so (A(g), -g)E Y and [A(g), -g]=O. This 
means that 7~ is an injection on M. Since (G/G[p])[p”] = G[p”+‘]l 
G[p] = T(M), by [13, Corollary 6.51, it suffices to show that {H’ + M} lM is pure 
in X/M. To this end, suppose [h, 0] + M = pk[x, y] + M, where h,x E H, y E G. 
There is a g E G[p’*+‘] such that (h, 0) = pk(x, y) + (A(g), -g). Looking at the 
second coordinates, we conclude that g has height at least k. Since A does not 
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reduce values, A(g) has height at least k in H. Examining the first coordinates, we 
see that h, and hence [h, 0] + M, has height at least k, proving the claim. 0 
Suppose A : G[p”+‘]-+ H[p”‘l ] is a valuated homomorphism and 0 : G+ H is 
a group homomorphism. If G is p”+“- bounded, then G,[p] = (Glp”G)[p] C -- 
G[p”+‘]lp”G. So A,0 induce maps A,0 : G,[p]+ H,[p]. We will say that 8 is a 
U-extension of A if 8 = A. 
Lemma 5. Suppose G is p”+“-bounded and A : G[P~+~]--+ H[p’*+‘] is a valuated 
homomorphism. 
(a) Zf 8 is an S-extension of A, then it is also a U-extension. 
(b) Zf A is an isometry and 8 is a U-extension of A, then 0 is a group 
isomorphism. 
Proof. For (a), { G[p] + p”G} lp”G can easily be seen to be a dense subgroup of 
G,[p] (using the p-adic topology). Since 8 and A agree on this dense subgroup, 
they must agree on all of G,[p]. 
To prove (b), let 0, : G, + H, be the induced map. Since A is an isometry, so is 
h, and hence so is 8,I G1,P, = 6. This means that 8, is a group isomorphism, so we 
need to show that 13 induces a group isomorphism pwG+pwH. We show first that 
this induced map is injective: Suppose x is a non-zero element of pwG of height 
w + k (where k < n). Find y E G[p”+‘] such that py E~“G and pk+‘y = x. Note 
that [y] is an element of G,[p] so [0(y)]= @[y)]= A([y])=[A(y)]. Hence 
f3( y) = A(y) + z for some z E pwH. Since 
O(x) = e( p”+‘y) = A( p”+‘y) + pk+‘z = A(x) + pk+‘z , 
and in the last sum the first term has height exactly w + k and the second has a 
greater height, 19(x) has height w + k. In particular, it is non-zero, so that 0 is 
injective. We now show that this induced map is surjective: We procede by 
reverse induction. Note first that since A is an isometry, it follows that H is also 
P wtn-bounded. Suppose that O(p”+k+lG) = P~+~+‘H and we wish to prove 
O(P w+kG) = p w’kH. This is clear when k 2 n, so assume k < n. If a E~“‘~H, find 
b E H[p”+‘] such that pb E~“H and pk+’ b = a. Note that [b] is an element of 
H,[p], so there is an rE G[p”+‘] such that [r] E G,[p] and [e(r)] = @[r]) = [b]. 
Hence b = 0(r) + s, for some s ep”‘H. Since 
a = pkf’b = 0( pk+‘r) + pk+‘s E O( P”+~G) + pw+k+lH = e( P”+~G) , 
where the last equality is by the induction hypothesis, we are done. 0 
Another important tool is the following, one of the many variations on a result 
of [l] that have appeared in the literature (see [lo, Lemma 1 and Corollary 41): 
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Lemma 6. Suppose {Wi}iE, and {U,},,, are collections of valuated groups, where 
I is non-measurable and U,(o) = 0 for each I E L. If C$ : n, Wi+ @, U, is a 
(valuated) homomorphism, then there are finite subsets I,, C I, L, C L and a 
positive integer m such that +(n,_,,, W;(m)) c @,-,, U,. 0 
Corollary 7. If in addition to the above hypotheses, for each 1 E L there is a 
positive integer m, such that U,(m,) = 0, then we may choose m, I,, so that 
NIP, W(m)) = 0. 0 
To apply these results note that (n: G,)[p”] is isometric to n, G,[p”], i.e., the 
p”-socle of a t-product is naturally a direct product of valuated groups. What they 
say, in essence, is that a homomorphism from a product to a sum, after throwing 
away a bounded part, breaks into smaller pieces. One involves only finitely many 
terms in the product, the other involves only finitely many terms in the sum. As 
such, they are ideal for transfinite induction. 
If j,k < w and n = j + k, recall that Fk is the class of pw+k-injectives and 9j,k is 
the class of pm+” -projective groups H such that H, is p”+‘-projective. Note that 
y,,k is closed with respect to direct sums, Fk is closed with respect to t-products, 
and both are closed with respect to summands. 
Lemma 8. Suppose G E .Yk and H E YJ,k and G is reduced. Then any valuated 
homomorphism A : G[ p"+ ‘I+ H[ p”+l] is U-extendable. 
Proof. Suppose G, G n:,, Bi, where each B, is a direct sum of copies of Z,,+ I. 
Since pwG is pk-bounded, it follows that G,[p’+‘] C G[p”+‘]/p”G. Let P be a 
subgroup of H such that p”H C P, PIp”H is p’-bounded and HIP is a direct sum 
of cyclics. Let + be the composition, n,,, B,[p’+‘] = G, [p”‘] c G[p”+‘] / 
p”G+ HIp”H. By Corollary 7 applied to the composition of + with H/p”H + 
HIP, there is a positive integer m such that 4(B) c Plp”H, where B = 
nImCi B,[p’+‘]. We may clearly assume m > j. If [x] E G,[ p] has height at least 
m + 1, then [x] E B[p] so there is a [y] E B such that p’( y] = [xl. It follows that 
h([x]) = p’$([ y]) ~p’(Plp”G) = 0. We have shown that h vanishes on all but a 
bounded part of G, [ p]. If G = X@ Y, where X is a maximal pm+‘-bounded 
summand of G (and hence a direct sum of cyclics), we can define 19 so as to agree 
with A on X[p] and be identically 0 on Y, and such a 6’ will be a U-extension of 
A. 0 
The last lemma is actually crucial for the results to follow. We now present an 
example which shows that valuated homomorphism defined only on the p”-socle 
may fail to be U-extendable. 
Example 9. There are groups G E 9i and H E 9, , and a valuated homomorphism 
A : G[p2]+ H[p2] which is not U-extendable: Let B = eiCw Zyztl, B be its 
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torsion-completion and G = BIB[ p]. As in Example 2, there is a p”+‘-projective 
group H such that H[ p] is a valuated direct sum F C3 V, where F is a free valuated 
vector space and V is isometric to B [ p]. The following facts are more or less easy 
to check: 
(I) pWG = BLPIWPI, 
(2) G, Z’pB z j, in particular, G is pw+‘-injective, 
(3) G[P’I = @[p21 + ~[P~IW[PI> 
(4) G,[p] 2 B[p*]lB[p] = (pB)[p] = V. 
Let A be the composition B[p2]lB[p]+ l!?(p2]Ii?[p] ‘pj[p] E V c H. To 
extend A to G[ p’] we need only extend it on B[p3] lB[ p], but this is easy since 
BIB[p] is a direct sum of cyclics. Note that this A cannot be U-extendable: If it 
were, there would be a 8 such that 6 = A, which is the map of (4). Since this is an 
injection, it follows that G, maps injectively into H. This is absurd, since a 
P Wfl-projective group cannot have a torsion-complete subgroup. 
In a similar fashion, given any pair j,k < w, one can construct G E Yk, H E Yi 
and a valuated homomorphism h : G[p”]+ H[p”] which is not U-extendable. 
We now extend these definitions. Let Yyk = Yi,k, Tyk = !Yk and 6% gk = Y; k U 
Fk. Suppose we have defined %y,k, 9’yk and Yy,k for every p < (Y. Let 9; k and 
Y-” ,,k be the classes of groups isomorihic to direct sums and non-measurable 
t-products, respectively, of groups in U p<a %?y,k. Finally, let %.T,, = YT,k u ST,k 
and c%.~,~ = U,,, %T,k. We mention a few elementary properties: 
Lemma 10. (1) If /3 < a, then 92 y.k C 9’p4,k n 51q,k. 
(2) %,,k is the smallest class containing 9.~,k which is closed with respect to 
isomorphisms, direct sums and t-products over sets of non-measurable cardinality. 
(3) For any positive integer m, a group in any of these classes can be split into a 
maximal p’“-bounded summand and another term in the same class as the original 
group. 
(4) All of these classes are closed with respect to finite direct sums and finite 
t-products. 
(5) The reduced part of a group in %,.k is p”‘“-bounded. 
Proof. (l)-(4) follow as in [9, Lemma 11. (5) follows since the class of p”+“- 
bounded groups is closed with respect to direct sums and t-products. 0 
If G is in %i,k let p(G) be the smallest ordinal (Y such that G E cJ?.T,~. The 
following is the main step in our argument: 
Theorem 11. If G and H are reduced groups in %?I,k, then any valuated homo- 
morphism A : G[p”+‘]-+ H[p”“] is U-extendable. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on p(G). Assume first that p(G) = 0. 
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Case 1: G E yi,k. Then G is put”- projective and the result follows 
Lemma 1. 
Case 2: G E Fk. We now induct on p(H). Assume first that p(H) = 0. 
Subcase i: H E 9,,k. This is Lemma 8. 
Subcase ii: H E Tk. Then H is p Wfn-injective and the result follows 
Lemma 4. 
Assume that Case 2 is valid for all H’ E 9?,,k with p(H’) < p = p(H). 
Subcase iii: H E_?;,~. Suppose H g nL H,, where p(H,) < /3. There 
from 
from 
is a 
natural map H, + 112 (H,), , which is clearly injective. Although not generally 
surjective, in the present case this will be, as can readily be verified using the 
fact that each Hl is p”+” -bounded. So H, is naturally isomorphic to n; (H,), . 
Note that A is the product of a collection of valuated homomorphisms 
A, : G[p”+‘]+ H,[p”+‘]. By induction on p, each of these is U-extendable to 
13, : G-+ HI. It follows easily that the product of the 0, is the required U-extension 
of A. 
Subcase iv: H E yy3k. Suppose Hz @, H,, where p(H,) = PI < p. As in 
Lemma 8, let G, = nicw Bi, and G, [p”“] C { G[ p”+‘] + p”G} lp”G. By an 
application of Lemma 6 to the composition 
4 : n Bi[pkfl] = Gl[pk+‘+ 
i<w 
H, = T(H,), 3 
there is a positive integer m and a finite L,, C L such that 4(B) c @,-, (H,)l, 
where B = nImci Bi[pk+‘]. Let H’ = @,,)H,, so p(H’) 5 max,,,,, {p,} < p. Let 
G = X@ Y, where X is a maximal pm+’ -bounded summand. Since X is a direct 
sum of cyclics, AIX,p,t+,l is S-extendable, and hence U-extendable. Let A’ be the 
composition Y[p”+‘]+ H[p”+’ ]- H’[pn+‘]. It follows that II= hon Y,[p] c B. 
However, by induction on p, A’, and hence A, is U-extendable. 
Suppose the theorem is valid for every G’ E gj,, with p(G’) < (Y = p(G). 
Case 3: GE y”g,,. Suppose G z @, Gi, where F(G,) < (Y. Given any HE %l,,k 
and any U-extendable A : G[p”+‘]+ H[pn+l], by induction each A, = A(,,,p~+~l is 
U-extendable, and the sum of these is a U-extension of A, as required. 
Case 4: G E Ss,k. Suppose G = JJ: G,, where p(Gi) = (Y, < cr. We now induct 
on the second group. 
Subcase i: HE 9,,k. Suppose PC H is p”-bounded with HIP a direct sum of 
cyclics, and A : G[p”+‘]+ H[p”+’ ] is a valuated homomorphism. Since HIP is a 
direct sum of cyclics, by applying Corollary 7 to the homomorphism 
4 : fl Gi[pn+‘] = G[p”+‘]* H[p”+‘]+ H/P, 
I 
we see that there is a finite Z, c I and a positive integer m such that 
(*) A( pm n G,[p”+‘l) c P . 
I - 4) 
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For each i E Z - I,, fix a decomposition Gi = Xi @ Yi, where Xi is a maximal 
P “‘+“-bounded summand and Yi E %Tq:k. Note G = G’ $ Y, where 
Since Z, is finite, it follows that p(G’) 5 supI, {q} < LY (the second summand is a 
direct sum of cyclics). By induction on (Y, h(G,,p~+ll is U-extendable. In addition, 
Y[p”+‘] C pm nip, Gi[pn+l], which together with (*) implies that A(Y[p”+‘]) c 
P. Since p”P = 0, it follows that h,,,p, is 0, hence S-extendable, showing that A 
itself is U-extendable. 
Subcase ii: H E .Tk. Since H is p W+n-injective, the result follows from Lemma 
4. 
We now assume that Case 4 is valid for all H’ E 9?,;,k such that p(H’) < p = 
p(H). 
Subcase iii: H E 3T,k. Once again, this follows from general properties of 
products. 
Subcase iv: H E 9T,k. Suppose H = @, H,, where p(H,) = PI < p. For each 
I E L, let P, = p”H,. By Lemma 10(.5), p”P! = 0. Lemma 6 applied to the 
composition 
6 : n Gi[pn+‘] = G[p”+‘+ 
I 
H=~H,[p”+‘]&H,IP, 
L 
yields finite subsets Z,, c Z, L, C J and an m < w such that 
(**I ACPrn rI Gi[P”+$ c (p4) @ (,% 
I-I0 0 
4) 
Once again, for each i E Z - Z,, let G, = Xi @ Yi, where X, is a maximal pm+“- 
bounded summand and Yi E 92 71,. So G = G’ @ Y, where 
If H’ = eL, H,, then p(G’) < (Y and p(H’) < p. By induction on (Y, Al,,,,n+l, 
is U-extendable. In addition, 
P’(@+, P,) = 0, by ( 
since Y[p”“] c pm ni_,,, G,[pn+‘], and 
** we have A(Y[p]) & H’. Now YE Tlfl,k, and if we let A’ ) 
be the composition Y[ pn+l] -+ H[ p”+’ ] + H’[pn+‘], then A and A’ agree on 
Y[p]. By induction on p, A’ is U-extendable to 0’ : Y+ H’. Since A’ and A agree 
on Y[ p], and this corresponds to a dense subgroup of Y,[ p], h = 7 = 8’ on 
Y,[pl, i.e., 8’ is a U-extension of Aly,,,“+ll. Letting 0 be the sum of 8’ and the 
U-extension of AIC,,p”+ll shows A is U-extendable. This finishes Subcase iv, and 
hence Case 4, and hence the theorem. 0 
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Let ?Z 3,k be the class of groups isomorphic to a summand of a group in %!j,k. As 
in [9, Proposition 11, %yj.k is the DST-closure of %f,k. 
Theorem 12. If G and H are reduced groups in 9.;,k and A : G[p”+‘]+ H[p”+‘] 
is a valuated homomorphism, then A is U-extendable. 
Proof. If G @ X, H CI3 Y are in %j,k, extend h to a map (G@X)[p”“]+ 
(H@ Y)[p”“] by setting it equal to 0 on X[p”+‘]. By Theorem 11 there 
is a U-extension 8’ : G@X+ H $ Y. Letting f3 be the composition 
G + G @ X+ H Q3 Y+ H gives a U-extension of A, as desired. 0 
Theorem 13. Suppose G and H are in 9i! s., . Then G and H are isomorphic iff they 
have isometric p”+‘-socles. 
Proof. Sufficiency being clear, suppose A : G[ p”+‘]+ H[p”+‘] is an isometry. 
Note that A determines an isomorphism between the divisible parts of G and H, 
so we may assume they are reduced. By Theorem 12 there is a U-extension 8 of h, 
which by Lemma 5(b) must be a group isomorphism. 0 
The following summarizes some important special cases of Theorem 13 
Corollary 14. The DST-closure of the following classes are determined by their 
P n + ’ -socles : 
(a) The union of the p”+‘-injectives and the pW’k-projectives, where j + k = n. 
(b) The p”+“-injectives. 
(c) The pWf”-projectives. 
(d) The p”+” -bounded groups whose Urn factors are either direct sums of 
cyclics or torsion-complete. 0 
We now construct examples. Throughout, let B = @,<, ZpC+, and B its torsion- 
completion. It is possible that there are G,H E 9?,,k and a valuated 
h : G[p’+‘]+ H[p”+’ ] which fails to be S-extendable (though, of course, it must 
be U-extendable): 
Example 15. Let j = 0, k = 1, so that n = 1, and for i < w let H’ = G = BIB[p]. If 
H = @,<, H’, then j[p2]lB[p] c G[p’] can be mapped to pwH in such a way 
that the image of L = B[p2]lB[p] c G[p] is not contained in ei_, p"H' for any 
m < w. As in Example 2, the map B[p*] lB[p]+ pwH extends to a valuated 
homomorphism h : G[p’]+ H[p2]. If 8 is an S-extension of h, then 8 and h must 
agree on L. By Lemma 6 applied to the induced map 0, : G, -+ H,, there are 
integers j and m such that 0,( p’G,[p2]) C @,<, H:. If b E L has height at least 
j + 1, then b = px, for some x E p’G[p2]. Therefore, 
Classes of primary abelian group 1.5 
h(b) = 8(b) = pfqx) E pWH ” p(( @ HI) CD (a3 p-Hi)) =;g p”H’ 
i<m rnli 
SO after possibly increasing m, we can conclude A(L) c ei_, KOHL, contrary to 
assumption. 
If the proof of Theorem 11 is reexamined in light of the last example, it can be 
seen the more general concept of U-extensions (as opposed to S-extensions) is 
needed to establish Case 2, Subcase iv. 
It is sometimes necessary to use the entire p”+’ -socle, i.e., isometries of G[p”] 
fail to determine the groups in some of these classes. 
Example 16. If K+ I-+ B is a pure-projective resolution, and H = ZIK[p], then 
H[p] is isometric to the direct sum of I[ p] /K[p] and K[p2] lK[ p]. The first 
summand is isometric to B[ p], the second isometric to ( pK)[p], and pK is a 
direct sum of cyclics. So H and B @pK have isometric p-socles and both are in 
g,,,,. However, they are not isomorphic, since H isp”+‘-projective, while B CI3pK 
is not. 
The last example shows that the DST-closure of the class of p”+‘-projectives is 
not determined by its socles. The following shows that the DST-closure of the 
class of p ““-injectives also fails to have this property. 
Example 17. Let X = B/B[p]. Consider the groups G = X@ (@, B) and H = 
@, X, which are both in %,,., It can readily be checked that G and H have 
isometric socles (which are, in fact, free valuated vector spaces). If G were 
isomorphic to H, then G, G B @(@, B) would have to be isomorphic to 
H, g @, i?. This fails, though, by standard properties of the class of direct sums 
of torsion-complete groups (see [3, 73.81). 
As in [9] we can construct groups in !Bi,k of arbitrary I_L inductively as follows: If 
G” E Yi.k - .Yk and H” E Yk - Yi,, and we define G” and H” inductively by the 
equations G a = @, epca H” and H” = n: nb_ GO, then the argument in [9, 
Theorem 31 (with p replaced by p”+’ ) shows that p(G”) = p(H”)= a. For 
example, regardless of the values of i and k, we could let G” = B and Ho = B. 
There are three important questions left unanswered in this discussion: 
(1) Are these classes closed with respect to the formation of summands? Note 
that by [S], the direct sums of the torsion-completes have this property, and by 
[ll], the countable t-products of the direct sum of cyclics do, too. 
(2) Are these results true in the presence of measurable cardinals? Note that 
Lemma 6 and Corollary 7 are not. 
(3) Can y1 + 1 be reduced in some cases? In particular, is the DST-closure of 
the union of the class of pW+n-injectives and the class of pw+n-projectives 
determined by its p”+’ -socles? Note that by [9] this is true when n = 0. 
16 P. Keef 
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